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APPLICATION: 

Harness designed for evolution (ascent or descent) on structures equipped with a rail or cable EN 353.1 fall 

arrest system, equipped with an umbilical anti-roll attachment point, approved as fall arrest. 

The position of this attachment point, while being approved as a fall arrester, provides great comfort of 

support during ascent and descent. With the HT Easyclimb harness, the HT 120 is currently the only harness 

on the market that offers this type of attachment point. 

The large-diameter dorsal anchoring point makes it easy to attach the connectors to the user's back. 

An adjustable EN 358 lanyard can be connected between the two thoracic anchorage points for short 

interventions, but it is imperative to have a fall arrest system when using it. 

The HT120 harness is particularly suitable for climbing on ladders equipped with a rail-mounted fall arrester 

of the type FABA™, whether or not equipped with a climbing aid system of the type tractelift™.  

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

It is equipped with: 

 1 dorsal hanging point, large diameter 55mm 

 1 tractel® patent anti-roll sternal anchoring point 

 Quick strap adjustment  

 Closing and adjustment of the chest strap by automatic buckles 

 Closing and adjustment of the straps by flat buckles  

 Passers-by to hold the straps of the waders. 

 An under-buttock 

 Drop witness 

 Anti-disengagement stop sewn into strap ends 

 Maximum working load: 150 kg 

 Available sizes: S, M, XL 

 Weight (Size M): 1743g 
 

OPTIONS: 

 Work positioning belt 

 X-PAD 
 
CE CERTIFICATION: 

 Notified Body: Aliénor CE2754 certification 

 N°: 2754/0352/160/12/20/1003 
 
STANDARDS: 

 EN 361 
 
ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT 

 EN 795 Anchorage system 

 EN 362 Connectors 

 EN 363 Fall arrest system 
CODES: 

 

DESIGNATION CODE EAN Codes 

HT 120 S 61702 3600230617022 

HT 120 M 61712 3600230617121 

HT 120 XL 61722 3600230617220 
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